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WIND-TUNNEL TESTS OF A CLARK Y WING WITH IIMAXWELLII
--
LEADING-ZDGE SLOTS
.
—
By William” E, Gauvain
— ,-.
SUMMARY
,“—
—
Aerodynamic force tests of a Clark Y wing equipped
with llMaxwellil type lea&ing-edge slots were conducted in
the N.A.C.A. ‘i’-by 10-foot tunnel to ascertain the aero- “- ““:---:
dynamic characteristics, which involved the determination
of the best slot-gap opening, the effects of slat width,
and the effect of a trailing-edge flap- --- _.— -.
.— —- ___
The Maxwell wing with a wide-chord slat (.0.30 Cw) and
with”a 0.211 cm split flap deflected 60° had a CL
of 2.53 o-r about twice that of the plain wing. The ~?;g
with the wide slat also had, in general, improved aer-ody- - -
namic characteristics over those of the Maxwell wing with
a narrow (0.175 cm) glata Yhe Maxwell wing with a narrow —
slat had about the same aerodynamic characteristics as a-
Handley Page slotted wing with approximately the same size
Of slat-
,-.L _....
INTRODUCTION —
Numerous devices for increasing the lift of airplane
‘wings have “oeen tested in the N.A.C.A, 7- by 10-foot wind
tunnel as part of a general investigation of” fac%o~s af-
fecting the speed range of airplanes.” The d~vice”s t=s~~
‘have included flaps of various types, fixed s~o%s, movakle.- ___
slotss and combinations of slots and flaps.- “--- ---- - -- .
-. .—. —_ ..—. _
At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy De-
partment, an investigation was made of the ~erodynamic
characteristics of a wing With the Maxwell ~y~e-o”f ~~i~ifi~--”” —
edge slot, which differs essentiality from the ~andley Page - - “- ‘–
slot in that the moving parts operate solely %y rotation,
(See figm 1*) The Maxwell slat also provi”~es a means f-or’ “-
producing an unbroken leading-edge contour ~?hen it is in
the closed condition.
. ..
.—
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MODEL ‘“”””””-“’
The model, as a plain wing, had the Clark
a spa-q o~ 60 inches, and a chcrd of 10 inches.
‘wing portion was made of– laminated. mahogany- tO
of +0,010 inch: the slat, because “of-it-s small
. l
Y “profila,
The main
an accuracy
size, wae
made of aluminum alloy to an accuracy o&*O.005 inch, The
slat was supported from the “main wing hy three steel” ih:
termedie,te fit-tings and by lnvo end plates.. The slat was
locked in the open posit-ion by three adjustable links, one
in the center and one at each end. Tor the slat-closed, or
plain-wing , condition the upper end of the slab tvas p~essed
tightly against the wing and the bet-tom opening of the EIOi
was filled tvith plasticize and fkired to a smooth contour.
In order to cover a Vide range of slat width,- s-lat=
of. two different chord sizes were made. The narrow slat
(fig. 2) had a chord of 1.75 inches (0.175 Cw) aud the
wide slat (fig. 3) had a chord of 3.0 inches (0-30 CW)C
The narrow Maxwell slat is comparable with the average
Eandloy Page slat, which has a 0;15 Cw chord. The wide
Maxwell slat was considered to–have the extreme practical
width,
A full-span split. flap 2611 inch~s wide (0,211 CT] was
also used with the model, the f.la~ consisting of a steel
plate fastened to the wing with screws:and wooden b~ocksc
It---wasset at 600 to the wing chord, 2.11 inches f~rtvard
of the trailing edge of the main wing.
TESTS
I
The model was mounted on the standard force-teqt tri-
pod of” the 1:.A,C.A. ‘7- by 10-foot– open-throat wind t’un~el.
(See reference 1 for details of tunnel and balances.) The
tests were mate at a dynamfc pressure of 16.37 p-ounds per
sq,uare fomt, c~rres-pending to an air speed of 80.miles l?e~
hour at standard sea-level conditions. The average test
Reynolds Nu”mber, based- on the wing. chord of 10 inches, was
609,000. #
Preliminary te-sts mere made to find the best avera#?e
gap opening that~~uld give the highest %Jmax for the
wings with each size of slat, both with and without &
-+
;
;
r
.
.
l
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flap. This best gap opening proved to be a%out 10 percent
of the slat chord for %oth the “~arrow “and “wtde slats (figs.
4(a) and 4(h)).
Six combinations were tested, as follows:
Plain wing.
Slot open, narrow slat.
Slot open, wide slat.
Plain wing, flap deflected.
—.-—
slot open, narrow slat, flap deflected.
Slot open, wide slat, flap deflected.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
.,“
‘The detailed test results, corrected for jet-boundary
effects and for static-pressuve gradient along the Jet,
are plotted in figures 5 and 6. The data are given ‘as””a%-“_
solute coefficients of lift, drag, and pitching moment
about the quarter-chord point of the wing:
-—-...
—
—
—
Cm M
c/4 = ;Ts
where q is the dynamic pressure
s, the basic wing area
c, the basic wing chord
.
Slight variations may be found in the slot-sealed rugs due
to small inaccuracies in forming the plasticize over the
slot lower opening.
—
.
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Table I ~i.ves a comparison of some resultq of th& vari-
ous wing combinations tested and of the Handley Page type
slotted wing, Data for the ~andley Page slot were taken
from reference 2 and corrected for wind-tunnel effects so
as to be directly comparable with the results of the pres-
ent tests. It should be noted that the sneed-range cri-
terion
( cLmax/cDmin~
for all wings dons-tiered in the ind
vestigation varies directly as tho CL , as all wings
max
assume the plain-wing profilo foi
‘Ilmin”
The effect of increasing the slat size is shown by
comparing the Maxwell” wings with the narrow and with the
wide slat (fig.. 5). The CL with the narrow slat is
max
1.81 and with the wide one ~.O’7, a di.fierencc of 14 per-
cent , ‘althou’gh the actual increase in wing area (main wing
area + slat area) is only 4.7 percent. The angle of attack
for CL is also i,ncrea~ed,
P’le,x
as is the steepest angle of
Slide, indicated by L/D at CLmax. Although the CLmax
iucreased with slat chord, the (3.30 Cw slat was conBid.ered
the’ largest practical si~e.that c“ould be u“sed, o?ing.to
the structural-and mechanical difficulties encountered
with l~lrge mowing surf~.ces in full-size aircraft,
By the addition Of a trailing-edge flap tO the plain
wing, the CL is increased from 1.26 to 2.09 or 66 per-
max
cent. The flap shifted the lift curve to- the left and
&,~so somewhat reduced the angle of attack for CLmax. In
.
addition, as may be seen from figure 6, large pitching-
moment variatio~s are introduced.
Although the addition of- a flap to the Maxwell. slot-
ted wing appreciably increases the CL , the increase
max
is only about 60 “per-cent as large “as that due”-th adding
the flap to the plain wing. The ACLmax due to the flap
on the wing with the Wide slat”is 0.46~- or 22 percent, and
for the small slat A~Lm*x = o*~o, or 28 percent-~- The an-
gle of attack at CL ‘ 0 to 21*6*is reduced from 25.8 ,
max
for the wtngwith flap and wide slat ~~d from 230 to 16~7°
l
for the wfng with flap and narrow sla~ . “
The H.smdley PagQ ring with the 0,147 Cw slat, the size
9.
I
1
m
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most generally used, was considered to he a fair basis for
comparison with the narrow or 0.175 Cw slatted Max~~e-ll
wing. From table I it can he seen that ~oth these wings
have approximately the same aerodynamic characteristics
except ,for the glide-angle criterion (L/Ii at C!Lmax). In
this case the value for the Handley Page wing indicates a
steeper glide angle for landing.
—
.
A common disadvantage of the slotted type of wing ap-
pears to be the high angle of attack at which CLmax OC-
curs and, for the present arrangements, the angle is ap-
proximately 90 to 12Q higher than that for the plain wing.
In order to keep the angle of attack at CLmax within
reasonable limits for landing conditions the use of flaps
with leading-edge slots appears to be desirable.
..— _—
CONCLUSIONS —
1. The Maxwell wing with the wide slat and flap had
the highest CLm= of the combinations tested, namely,
2.53. -.
2. I?or a given slat size the Maxwell wing with the
narrow slat has approximately the same aero-dynamic- chara-c-
teristics as the H.andley Page typeof slot+ed” ~ing- ..- ,__
3. The addition of a trailing-edge flap to the slot-
ted wings tested appreciably increased the CLmax, but
the increase was less than that obtained with a flap on
the pla,ii~wing.
Langley hieMorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., March 24, 1937.
6
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TABLE I . “–-““ ““”-
—
Comparison of Slots and Flaps
Wing “
.-.—— —
Plain Clark Y
Maxwell, 0.175cw
.Slat
Maxwell, 0,30cW slat
Plain , o*2Llcw split–
flap deflected 60°
Maxwell, 0.175cW
slat , 0.211C,T split
flap deflected 60°
Maxwell, 0.30cW slat,
0.211CW split ‘flap
deflected. 60°
Handley Page,
0.147cw slat
.—— ——.
.—
CL
max
———
1.26
1.81
2.07
2.09
2.31
2.53
1.83
f%rnax
————
0.55
l 81
.83
1.05
1.27
.!57
——
a“
at CL
ma
deg ,
— —
14
23
25.8
11.8
16.7
21.6
.25
CL=
cDm&
——
84.0
120.7
138.1
139.4
154.1
168.7
122.1
—.
t
.—-— —
10.7
l..
9 . .
6.9&-
6.44 9
. .. .
4.71
4.53
5.11
J
,.
l
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Station
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14.28
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82.86
66.57
94.as
100.00
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in peroent”of slat ohorU
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o
7.31
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la.46
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10.67
9.43
8.23
6.60 ,
6.3a -
3,7’2
1.94
.171
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o
* .06
-6.23
-s.34
-6.45
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2.17
2.C6
—
.-
.-
-,
..-——
.
lfoeeoontour in percent of King chOrd
. . —
x Y“
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Figure 2.- The Olark Y wing with 0.176 ~ Maxwell slat,
- .89 uith aaM ni,thoutl split flap.
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